Giant rectified voltages from magnetization dynamics of an atomically sharp domain wall.
Magnetization dynamics is of great interest in the aim of using spins in nanoscale information technology, which ultimately should reach the atomic size. In the present work, we explore magnetization and spin dynamics in atomic ferromagnetic contacts both experimentally and theoretically. We demonstrate that domain walls induce a giant rectification effect as the DC voltages measured across the contacts are greatly enhanced by the presence of a domain wall. This effect is understood using multiscale dynamic simulations showing that the atomic sized walls oscillate, both in position and size, when submitted to the radio-frequency excitation. This leads to an increase by three orders of magnitude due to the large atomic scale spin excursion at resonance in the presence of an atomic sized domain wall. Beside the interesting amplified rectification, this could also be used as a unique tool to measure dynamical properties at the atomic scale.